Green Products Information
Stone Forest offers an environmentally friendly line of kitchen and bath products.

Stone Forest takes its lead from nature’s blueprint. Classic and contemporary designs for the bath and kitchen are
sculpted from natural materials including stone, bronze, bamboo, copper, iron, and hardwoods, without negatively
impacting the environment. The product line includes bamboo sinks and stands that are created from a fast-growing
and renewable forest; copper and bronze sinks crafted from 100% recycled materials; and a hardwood furniture series
that is fully sustainable. Product details are listed below.
WOOD: BAMBOO AND HARDWOODS
BMB Series Bamboo Vessel :
-Crafted from fast-growing, sustainable bamboo
-Soft interior of the bamboo stalk is removed, and the hard
exterior is then joined and laminated
-Durable, renewable, and water-resistant
-New designs in bamboo include the Quattro Vessel and
Bento Box

Hardwood WD Series with Natural Edge :
-Crafted from sustainable hardwoods
-Each piece has traditional mortise and tenon joinery (no nails),
and occasional use of butterfly joints to prevent separation and
reduce use of adhesives
-Designed to utilize the natural “live” edge of the tree,
Stone Forest embraces the unique knotholes, checks and
characteristics of each tree, meaning no two pieces will be the same
-In addition to the L-Slab pedestal shown above, Stone Forest also offers a natural edge
hardwood countertop for the bath, and an indoor furniture collection
METAL: COPPER AND BRONZE
Copper Farmhouse Sink :
-Crafted from heavy 16 gauge copper sheeting, the sturdy
double-wall construction gives these sinks a substantial look,
and the hammered, oxidized exterior suggests Old World
craftsmanship
-All copper sinks are made from 100% recycled materials, which
are 99.14% pure copper (standard), and lead free

Bronze Vessel Sinks :
-Crafted using traditional sand casting methods
-All bronze sinks have a living finish that evolves over time, which
means no harsh sealers are used on the surface; the metal is
allowed to oxidize naturally with use
-Each bronze sink is made from 100% recycled materials

